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the   creation   of   models   and   other   visual   content.   There   are   many   areas   in   procedural 
generation, covering a wide range of content, with many different methods. The details of the 





































of  3D objects   such  as  buildings  or   trees)   is   that   the  output   is   static.  When  created,   the 
generated  models  will   not   possess   any   animations,  movement,   or   support   for   physically 
realistic interaction. These components can be added by hand, but this defeats the purpose of 
using   procedural   generation.   This   is   in   contrast   to   the   models   in   games   and   virtual 
environments, which are becoming increasingly dynamic and interactive (i.e. they respond to 
interactions, often in a manner similar to how they would in the real world) as the processing 
power  of   computers   increases.  Our  project   aims   to   address   this  deficiency  of  procedural 
generation   by   researching   and   investigating  ways   of   extending   procedural   generation   to 
automatically add physics components to generated models.













look at   this  beyond making recommendations   (based on our  experiences)  about  how this 
might be done.









From  these   two   facts,  we   can   see   that   it  would  be  very  useful   if   procedural   generation 
techniques could be extended to create suitably dynamic models. This would allow cheaper, 




























































The   simplest   are   DOL­systems   (Deterministic,   Context­free   L­systems).   These   are   both 
deterministic (the same inputs will always produce the same outputs) and context­free (there is 
5









can  be   replaced  by a   sub­tree   (composed of  branch segments),   rooted at   the  base  of   the 
original   branch   segment.   This   allows   tree  OL­systems   to   form   complex   branching   tree 
structures.











on the probabilities  associated with those options.  Due to this, generated trees will  all  be 
different (even for the same input), and hence the algorithm is non­deterministic.
All of the preceding types of L­systems have been context independent, that is, any production 








in   the  plant  will  be   restricted   to  multiples  of  whatever   the  unit   length  of   the   system  is. 
Parametric  L­systems were created  to  counter   this  deficiency and were first  suggested by 








A   slightly   newer   extension   to  L­systems   is   environment­sensitivity  [17,28,38].  There   are 
several ways of doing this, but in essence they all involve the generated plant model being 


























allowing   the  generation  of  very   realistic   trees.   In   fact,  most  uses  of  L­systems   take   this 
approach and combine the different types of L­systems to maximize the generational power of 
the application.



























frame   rate   (at   least   30   frames   per   second  [16])   is   the   most   important   requirement. 
Simplifications and optimizations at the expense of accuracy can be used to speed up the 
process   and,   as   long   as   everything   looks   acceptably   correct   (where   the   definition   of 
'acceptably' depends on the specific application), the quality of the simulation can be allowed 
to degrade in favour of performance. These physics simulations are most commonly used in 
video   games,   virtual   environments   and   other   areas   where   real­time   visual   feedback   is 
necessary.
An important development in computer physics is the idea of general­purpose computation on 












techniques  generally  operate  by creating a   simplified physics   skeleton of   the  entity   to  be 
animated  and applying  physics  simulations   to   that   skeleton  to  produce  animation  without 
explicit input from a human [15,34]. One of the best known examples of this are the 'ragdoll' 
physics   found most  commonly  in games (for  example,  Unreal  Tournament  200310),  where 


























most   of   the   features   evaluated   and   compared   in   this   research   are  more   advanced   than 











models   is   assigned   to   a   certain  distance   range,   and  when   the  viewer   is  within  a   certain 
distance range, the corresponding model for that range is displayed. This approach requires 
more initial work when creating the different models and may cause 'popping' artefacts (where 



















of  3D models.  This   change   is  not  visibly  noticeable   for   large  distances   and  can  provide 










The idea of using physics  to simulate   trees  is  not an entirely new one.  There has been a 
smattering of research that has trod similar ground. Here we briefly describe the two papers of 
most relevance to our investigation.










dividing   the  plant   into   rigid   segments   and placing  constraints  on   the  movement  between 
adjacent segments. Their research was aimed at animating low numbers of small soft plants 
though, and placed a heavy emphasis on leaf animation. In contrast we are more interested in 

























development   time  of   the   experimental   framework  and  allow us   to  begin  experimentation 
sooner.
We found that the best option in pre­existing components was stable, mature software libraries 
that  were  under   free­to­use   (as   in  no  money was   required   to  use   them),  or  open   source 
licenses.  After   some   investigation   and   consideration,  we   decided   to   use  OGRE12  as   the 
graphics engine, and PhysX13 as the physics engine. Our rationale was that both of these are 
proven   software   that   have   seen   use   in   the   games   industry,   have   been   under   continuous 
development for a very long period (9 and 5 years respectively), and are still maintained.
We also  used Qt14  (a  GUI and  toolkit   library)   to  create  a  GUI and handle   input   for  our 
software, and CMake15 to handle automated compilation.















































few   chapters   of   The  Algorithmic  Beauty   of   Plants  [39]),  we  were   able   to  move   on   to 
generating trees from the symbol strings that it produced.
By  this   stage,   the   framework  was  at  mostly   functional   (graphics,  physics   simulation  and 
controls all operational), which meant that we could visually observe the 3D results of our tree 
creation algorithms. This was extremely important in verifying that we were on the right track. 
The  process   of   creating   the   trees   (without   physics   support)   is   very   similar   to   the   turtle 
graphics approached proposed by  Prusinkiewicz [39]. The two main differences are that we 
initially stored the tree as a collection of points instead of a collection of lines (see illustration 
6),  and   that  we use  a  hierarchical   tree  data  structure  to  store   the  details  of   the   tree   (see 
illustration 4), instead of only storing the symbol string associated with the tree.
The conversion from a sequential symbol string to a hierarchical tree structure is non­trivial. 
Our   algorithm   operates   recursively   by   reading   in   symbols   from   the   input   string   and 
performing the corresponding turtle interpretation (move forward, rotate about an axis, etc.) to 
build up a sequence of points that represent a branch in the tree. When a '[' symbol (indicating 
a   branch  where   the   current   state   should   be   pushed   onto   the   stack)   is   encountered,   the 
















































In   our   implementation,   the   rigid   bones   are   represented   using   capsules   (essentially   3D 
ellipsoids).   This   was   not   our   first   choice.  We   had   intended   to   use   cylinders   as   they 
approximate   branch   segments   better.  However,   the   physics   engine   (PhysX)   did   not   have 
support for cylinders and capsules were the next best  option.  We recommend that anyone 
implementing  our   algorithm make use  of   cylinders,  due   to   their   closer   similarity   to   tree 
branches.
Our algorithm operates recursively on the point­list data structure created in the previous step. 






































































do  not   show much,   if   any,   rotation  of   this   type,   this   is   important   in  maintaining 
realism.
• A distance constraint that limits the distance allowed between the joined segments (4 
in   the diagram).  This  means  that  a  minimum and maximum distance  between  the 
segments can be enforced. This is added to prevent strong forces from overcoming the 









Additionally,   all   of   the   parameters   associated  with   these   joints   are   adjustable   on   a   per 









categories:   those  that  operate  on  the visual,  graphics  part  of   the program, and  those  that 
operate on the physics subsystem.
18
Constraint 1: Maximum swing 
angle between segments.
Constraint 2: Spring force 
that pushes the segment 
towards it's rest angle.
Constraint 4: Limits on the 
minimum and maximum 
distance between segments.
Constraint 3: A limit 
preventing any twisting 


















































not  be  drawn,   and  making   it   smaller  would   result   in  unmoving   trees   at   the   edge of   the 
threshold which would appear unrealistic, given that closer trees would be moving.
We admit  that  this  approach lacks rigour and is not  the best method for deciding on this 
parameter. However, we struggled to find a satisfactory algorithm to determine the optimal 

































Top-down view of a branch 
segment.






















In  order   to   evaluate  how well  our   system performs  computationally,   to  what   extent   it   is 












































































































































overall   impressions.  All  of   these   featured  both  qualitative  and  quantitative   feedback.  The 








trees  were  an   improvement  over   those  found  in  current  video  games.  The scale  on  these 
questions ranged from 1 (current games are much more realistic than ours), to 5 (equal realism 
compared to current games), to 10 (a massive improvement over current video games).














































































































Graph of Time Taken Per Graphic Update
Backf ace Culling Of f
Distance Culling Of f
All Optimizations Of f
Base Case







































Graph of Time Taken per Physics Update
Base Case
Frustum Culling Of f
Distance Culling Of f
All Optimizations Of f





























Graph of Simulation Frame Rates
Base Case
Backf ace Culling Of f
Frustum Culling Of f
Distance Culling Of f
All Optimizations Of f



















































































































still   be   acceptable   for   actual   use.  At   this   level   the   trees  were   realistic   but   contained   a 
noticeable amount of unrealistic elements. This meant that if the average rating for a particular 
simulated  situation  was 5  or  more,   the  aspects  of   tree  behaviour   in   that   simulation  were 
acceptably realistic.
As can be seen from the above graph, 6 out of 7 scenarios met the requirement of a mean of 5 


























































around (scores compared to reality  being higher  than appropriateness  in games)  then that 
would have been cause for concern.
Next, we moved on to examine the overall quantitative scores. This section was aimed at the 


















































score   the   lowest)   leaving   them  with   a   bad   impression   of   the   overall   realism.   This   bad 





















































































segments.  The  two bones  will   be   forced  apart  as   soon as   the   simulation  begins,  but   the 
combined  forces  of   trying   to  occupy each other's   space  and  the  springiness  of   the   joints 
holding the segments together combine to form unending violent motion in the two branches. 
















slightly   springy   force.   This   spring   force   causes   it   to   collide  with   the   other   side   of   its 
movement   cone,  making   it   spring  back   again.  This   is   repeated  over   and  over,   gradually 
building up a momentum that is constantly replenished from the collisions. See illustration 24 
for a diagram showing this process.
This  behaviour  also occurs  when  the   two branches  are  of  an equal  weight,  but  since  the 






































3. The two 
competing 















1. A light branch (B) is created as a child of 
a heavy branch (A), with a narrow cone of 
movement.
2. Some force causes the light branch to 
move to the edge of it's movement cone. 
The spring force causes it to rebound.
3. Because the movement cone is small, the 
rebound force causes the branch to collide 
with the other side of the cone.
4. This second collision causes another 
rebound back, and this cycle is performed 









This   problem   occurred   due   to   the   discrete   nature   of   the   simulation.   The   simulation   is 
composed  of  many   short   time   steps   that   approximate   continuous  motion.   In   the  case  of 























our  generated  trees  can  appear  unrealistic.  The  issue here  is   that  each branch segment   is 


















cylinder  uniquely   to  prevent   them  from all   appearing   the   same.  Alternatively,   if   a   slight 



















case,   these problems occurred due  to  limitations  in   the physics engine  that  we used,  and 
inherent problems with discrete time­step simulations.










tree  generation   (specifically  L­systems)   so   that   the  generated  output   incorporated  physics 
components, allowing them to behave dynamically and realistically within their environment. 
Furthermore,   the   L­system   itself   is   extended   with   symbols   to   control   these   physics 
components, and the parameters of the physics simulation.
In order to enhance the performance of our system, we used a number of optimizations and 














simulated,   even   if   all   optimizations   and   level­of­detail   schemes   are   enabled.  This 














Firstly,  an  improved  level­of­detail  system for   the physics  engine would  be advantageous. 
When doing large scale simulations involving many rigid bodies, such as a forest, and the 
















moving   as   simulated   by   the   physics   engine,   creating   a   visual   discontinuity   that   would 
negatively affect immersion and realism.
For   this   reason,   we   feel   that   research   into   techniques   that   would   allow   billboards   to 






cylinders  [40].   In our system the limbs of  the trees  are  rendered as  a  chain of cylinders, 
connected  end­to­end.  This   is   simple   to   implement  and can  provide  an  acceptable  visual 
quality, but when the branches move significantly (such as in strong winds) the joints and 
rigid nature of the segments becomes visible. Generalized cylinders provide a way around this 
problem by rendering  each branch/trunk as  a  parametric  curve.   In   this  way,   the  branches 


































on   running   physics   simulations   on   graphics   cards.   This   technique   is   known   to   provide 
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The   largest   ethical   issue   that   arose  during   the   implementation  phase  of   our   project  was 









































































































































































































































































































0 50 100 150 200 250 0 50 100 150 200 250
439.5 17749.1 31075.8 60624.4 106002 101458 160.97 6927.71 13534.1 21927.7 31024.1 39056.2
449.55 16216.6 41710.1 73250 81156.5 111807 220.88 6586.35 15722.9 22208.8 32510 37751
487.44 18851.7 44289.2 57462.2 89344.2 100348 100.4 7951.81 14277.1 23714.9 31807.2 39236.9
421.94 21708.5 35409.1 64046.5 82044.2 102794 361.45 7289.16 14779.1 22730.9 31867.5 40562.2
443.25 19238.2 48140.6 54538.9 74933.6 143512 80.32 7148.59 15642.6 22269.1 28935.7 40843.4
394.84 21715.1 34139.3 68148.5 105902 89263.1 160.64 7690.76 13072.3 23554.2 32048.2 37008
408.96 17267.5 33237.3 60864 68729.9 115337 100.6 6847.39 15301.2 20903.6 30502 42911.6
983.38 15635.7 48571 49457.4 83802.5 125924 301.21 6807.23 16726.9 23975.9 31506 36747
440.04 19398.6 30822.6 57619.3 102722 99420.8 100.4 7349.4 15000 23634.5 32249 38674.7
451.23 20413.3 41071.1 71292.2 86805 111768 180.72 8534.14 16004 22208.8 32931.7 39698.8
547.02 16239.9 49148.5 59626.2 85350.9 94491.6 361.45 7008.03 14558.2 23935.7 32068.3 36907.6
396.89 21605.3 34967.5 81556.1 77847.6 99622 180.72 7389.56 14156.6 26144.6 33152.6 40843.4
488.67 18836.63 39381.84 63207.14 87053.37 107978.79 192.48 7294.18 14897.92 23100.73 31716.86 39186.73
Graphics Physics
0 50 100 150 200 250 0 50 100 150 200 250
412.83 19569.6 31807.3 70197.7 107341 108386 201.21 6104.42 14618.5 24357.4 31064.3 42329.3
419.39 15742.1 43879.8 49582.3 87761.7 135660 160.64 5722.89 15241 25160.6 34196.8 38714.9
390.36 18962.8 52466.1 61658.8 90939.5 103739 301.21 8092.37 15622.5 23755 32751 38975.9
415.75 18782.8 32928.6 76474.5 82725.6 112765 160.64 7249 13052.2 20963.9 32148.6 44236.9
432.88 16910.4 51440.9 63763.6 77894.7 103913 180.72 7228.92 15702.8 23413.7 29919.7 40040.2
918.22 19132.3 32578.2 71240 107266 109632 441.77 7429.72 14176.7 23313.3 30261 39176.7
429.8 16697 32101.5 64890.2 65833.1 109895 261.57 8092.37 13815.3 23232.9 28915.7 40060.2
407.24 15147.3 40237.9 76548.1 85971.9 117238 220.88 6807.23 14638.6 22710.8 30622.5 40923.7
421.02 18807.5 33241 60420.3 100785 102297 100.4 7369.48 15060.2 24257 32148.6 40120.5
425.72 21579.7 39997.1 57997.9 81472.8 113056 160.64 7068.27 15401.6 24116.5 31586.3 41807.2
577.97 17391 56045.5 55632 86441.5 145160 80.32 6967.87 16204.8 24959.8 31365.5 42168.7
438.83 18776.6 38968.5 63116.6 77359.2 97268.1 220.88 7570.28 15763.1 22208.8 32028.1 43614.5




0 50 100 150 200 250 0 50 100 150 200 250
425.7 16753.8 30394.3 63274.3 96638.3 108540 200.8 7851.41 12449.8 22650.6 34076.3 36586.3
1035.54 17432.4 43992.7 76760.4 84666.7 120539 180.72 6084.34 13293.2 27108.4 25140.6 42008
607.58 18458.5 43641.1 59310.1 83697.3 108657 160.64 6947.79 15803.2 20722.9 30642.6 43895.6
435.42 19080.6 36582.1 64741.5 77409.8 109968 140.56 8112.45 12891.6 22730.9 31345.4 51967.9
478.11 17038.2 41710.4 55473.8 76733.6 146687 200.8 6847.39 15662.7 26405.6 35702.8 40963.9
395.83 18248.4 34266.7 63550.5 107845 97061.9 100.6 6204.82 14236.9 24718.9 28232.9 39779.1
381.99 17677.4 34028.2 61589.2 109109 96871 120.72 7570.28 14658.6 26967.9 34538.2 40220.9
481 18903.3 46403.9 59303.3 74257.4 149681 160.64 6164.66 13915.7 26124.5 38052.2 40180.7
402.79 21825.6 36193.2 58239.4 79463.3 106057 160.64 8614.46 13333.3 23453.8 37289.2 47048.2
494.45 18440.5 42474 56104.6 88895.2 101666 120.48 8313.25 16285.1 20722.9 32530.1 40180.7
828.63 17886.9 39307.9 73674.4 82857.9 126813 200.8 6445.78 13273.1 26526.1 27690.8 42590.4
424.81 20351.3 29557.9 63485.1 104637 108370 200.8 7008.03 12188.8 21887.6 35481.9 37228.9




0 50 100 150 200 250 0 50 100 150 200 250
557.04 23428.4 54123.4 98464.3 104044 153317 828.18 19763.62 47961.83 78086.21 94566.54 124191.52
517.39 23804.5 68109.4 82209.1 119113 136550 691.22 22650.88 51601.18 66102.44 105566.23 122656.06
512.47 38179.9 49304.7 96189.9 107356 163080 611.51 24964.41 46714.97 78276.81 113007.5 122763.27
619.03 30383.4 67621.9 78513.6 116329 178309 869.65 21721.81 44742.02 74040.95 89150.3 125755.46
510.18 24828.3 53858.9 72134.7 142518 138344 541.73 20950.85 47357.9 67148.35 104650.23 127362.8
578.4 26726.4 59170.4 103190 107191 150662 840.92 19615.39 47397.85 57995.66 98870.28 124373.14
522.71 27266.4 55757.2 95168.6 130906 140103 854.62 18866.95 50369.67 68789.73 95944.24 119034.92
1234.14 26939.2 66696.4 81584.6 117851 175639 815.85 18019.42 40354.26 66884.75 95291.36 124685.35
514.66 34650.4 56633 90917.6 113858 157242 409.39 21817.48 44103.81 86544.08 104314.12 124024.05
562.57 31555.6 69989.3 84007.4 128933 140156 560.09 21053.71 44846.89 70349.08 99520.98 125080.67
1778.92 28488.1 53742.5 109990 111754 168029 414.94 24333.13 48173.7 72420.59 103179.59 121320.26
479.05 21364.9 56414.9 75073.8 136826 143249 762.78 21474.48 47791.67 65182.63 108820.89 124605.3
698.88 28134.63 59285.17 88953.63 119723.25 153723.33 683.41 21269.34 46784.64 70985.11 101073.52 123821.07
All Optimizations Off
Graphics Physics
0 50 100 150 200 250 0 50 100 150 200 250
820.12 20583.8 54410.1 100327 114566 158259 583.5 20863.5 51425.7 65883.5 104980 123012
1552.94 26854.9 66116.3 81247.5 126954 133698 441.77 22911.6 43554.2 75441.8 103153 132851
1479.05 36961.9 57393.9 102536 98015.7 143024 1084.34 20763.1 47851.4 72490 104317 138173
562.05 29086.7 64305.3 83712.9 113522 177078 461.85 23815.3 46144.6 72128.5 100964 129799
537.11 24193.9 53303.9 89459.1 141496 149845 1124.5 24638.6 56947.8 70100.4 97008 122510
450.15 27112.8 61370.1 102097 107971 156791 502.01 23855.4 47469.9 79397.6 98614.5 123032
456.7 26156.5 57143 112380 107286 153459 220.88 23775.1 50622.5 71144.6 99156.6 122871
1545.33 30392.3 60953.8 82307.5 134776 137352 401.61 19477.9 51044.2 76646.6 100884 137229
579.1 26902.8 56138.9 77320.4 116553 182106 582.33 23915.7 50582.3 77831.3 98373.5 127309
1512.23 30325.2 53147.6 86616.3 110073 156175 1224.9 24899.6 49417.7 83433.7 92469.9 120643
559.96 28688.9 63662.5 84472.3 129263 141942 1325.3 23815.3 46245 73072.3 104357 128273
555.03 21743.7 58890.1 92583 109999 151250 764.59 19979.9 48012 72409.6 108534 126807







exactly   as  was  possible.  The   final   question   (experience   in   creating  computer   games  and 
simulations) is not included as these answers were quite lengthy.
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User Number Age Gender Field of Study Hours playing games Hours would play Years/Months playing
1 21 M Computer Science Alot (35 hours a week +-) 48 hours a week +- 13 years +-
2 22 F Computer Science 1 hour 3 hours 4 years
3 22 M Computer Science and Psychology 45 mins – an hour two to three hours 13 years
4 22 F Humanities – Philosophy 0 0 Since about eleven years
5 21 M Computer Science ½ an hour 2 hours 7 years
6 22 M Computer Science 0.5 hours 4 hours 10 years
7 21 M Computer Science 0.5 3 10
8 21 M Actuarial Science 0 20 min 4 years
9 22 F Humanities – Psych About 1 hour a week Probably only the same as above At least 15 years
10 21 M Computer Science 4 8 8 years
11 22 M Computer Science 1 – 2 hours 1 – 2 hours 18 years
12 22 M Computer Science 2 – 3 4 – 5 +- 10
13 21 M Computer Science 1 – 2 4 10
14 24 F Computer Science zero zero I played as a kid so probably 10 years
15 24 M Computer Science 1 hour 5 hours 20 years
16 19 F Computer Science half an hour to an hour about three 7 years
17 19 M Computer Science 2 hrs 8 hrs at least 12
18 22 M Computer Science 2 3 14 years
19 22 F Computer Science 0 hours/day 1 hour/day +- 12 years




An entry of  'N/A'  means  the user  chose not  to answer  the question because  they did not 
believe they were qualified to.
Individual Questions Overall Questions
Number First Q1A Q1B Q2A Q2B Q3A Q3B Q4A Q4B Q5A Q5B Q6A Q6B Q7A Q7B Q1 Q2
1 N 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 5
2 Y 7 7 6 7 6 7 7 7 5 6 6 7 7 7 9 8
3 N 5 6 4 5 4 5 5 6 6 7 6 6 7 7 6 8
4 Y 6 7 6 6 6 6 5 6 5 5 2 3 7 7 8 N/A
5 N 7 7 5 5 7 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 9 5
6 Y 5 6 6 6 5 5 7 7 5 5 7 6 6 6 7 6
7 N 5 5 5 6 5 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 8 9
8 Y 4 4 6 6 3 3 6 7 2 3 3 5 3 4 7 N/A
9 N 6 6 6 7 5 5 6 6 5 6 5 6 4 5 8 5
10 Y 4 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 5 6 7 5 5 8 6
11 N 7 7 5 6 6 6 6 6 3 4 5 6 6 6 7.5 9
12 Y 4 4 3 4 2 3 3 5 2 3 3 3 4 6 6 5
13 N 4 5 5 6 5 5 4 4 2 4 5 6 4 5 5 10
14 Y 5 6 3 3 7 7 6 6 3 5 6 7 7 7 8 N/A
15 N 6 6 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 7 6
16 Y 6 7 6 7 5 6 5 6 5 6 6 6 6 7 8 9
17 N 7 7 5 6 4 5 7 7 6 7 6 7 5 6 7 9
18 Y 5 5 3 5 5 5 6 7 3 5 5 6 4 5 7 7
19 N 5 6 6 6 6 6 2 6 3 5 6 6 6 6 8 10
20 Y 6 6 3 3 3 3 5 5 3 4 2 2 4 4 5 6
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